Discover the Power of an Enterprise Class True IP Access Control Platform

ISONAS and Genetec have come together to truly revolutionize the access control market with Pure IP Access Control Hardware and a world class unified security platform. End Users and Integrators can now employ a single enterprise software platform to manage installations of any size over any global geography. The benefits of an easier to install IP hardware product that leverages existing network cabling and eliminates expensive panel infrastructure are endless. When combined with the Genetec Security Center platform, customers realize a security infrastructure that is cost effective and technologically superior. Customers can manage access control combined with video, analytics, license plate recognition, POS systems, shooter detection and an endless number of technologies under one unified interface. Management and reporting become seamless and the customers overall security more effective and secure.

ISONAS: Access Control Built for the Network

ISONAS believes that access control belongs on the network. The Pure IP RC-04 reader-controller, delivers advanced technical functionality by revolutionizing the ease of install and only requiring a standard category 5 or 6 cable to drive power and data to the device. The powerful addition of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) makes access control hassle free by allowing for the use of a smart phone as a user’s credential.

Genetec: Unify Operations for Effective Security Management

Security Center is the unified security platform from Genetec Inc. that blends IP security systems within a single intuitive interface to simplify your operations. From access control, video surveillance, and automatic license plate recognition to communications, intrusion detection, and analytics, Security Center empowers your organization through enhanced situational awareness, unified command and control, and connectivity to the cloud.
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